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Practical Standards for Microsoft Visual BasicMicrosoft Press, 2000
As members of a functional society, we adhere to standards every day  of our lives. Often we don't think about these standards; rather, we take them for granted and apply them naturally. For instance, when you pull up to an intersection that's a four-way stop, you stop your car and check for cross-traffic. Once any cars already crossing the...
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Expert PHP and MySQL (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Best practices and expert techniques for today's most demanding apps


	As the world's most popular, general purpose, open source scripting language, PHP is frequently used with MySQL to create high-traffic, mission-critical applications. This indispensable book shares proven, author-tested best practices and expert...
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Road User Charging and Electronic Toll CollectionArtech House Publishers, 2006

	As highways, crossing points, and urban streets become increasingly jammed with traffic, more and more roadway authorities are turning to electronic tolling and pricing to manage traffic and road usage. This authoritative book offers professionals expert guidance in planning, procuring, and operating electronic tolling and road-user charging...
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Marketing in the Age of Google: Your Online Strategy IS Your Business StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Search has changed everything. Search has become woven into our everyday lives, and permeates offline as well as online activities.


	Every business should have a search strategy. How a business appears online can impact consumer influence as much as if not more than offline advertising like TV commercials. A business's...
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Routing, Flow, and Capacity Design in Communication and Computer NetworksMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Pioro and Medhis book is very refreshing and gives a comprehensive view of network design. It unifies many important topics on network design that are not found in one place; for example, this book provides the first thorough treatment of multi-layer design. Practitioners will find the book useful due to its development of both models and...
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Voice Over MPLS : Planning and Designing NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2002
MPLS is many things to many people. If you’re moving IP voice traffic, it may mean performance gains for you.
Daniel Minoli’s Voice Over MPLS gives you the technical and business lowdown on innovative new solutions for packet-based voice.  What does it take to build flexible, high-performance networks with...
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Data Broadcasting: Merging Digital Broadcasting with the Internet, Revised EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
An updated and revised edition of Data Broadcasting: The Technology and the Business, c1999. Features new sections on wireless communications, and explains how data broadcasting can solve traffic problems on the Internet. For executives and developers in the telecommunications, software, hardware and media industries. Softcover.       
...
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Google Advertising Tools: Cashing in with AdSense and AdWords (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
With this book, you'll learn how to take full advantage of Google AdWords and AdSense, the sophisticated online advertising tools used by thousands of large and small businesses. This new edition provides a substantially updated guide to advertising on the Web, including how it works in general, and how Google's advertising programs in...
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Cisco LAN Switching Configuration Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2009

	Cisco LAN Switching Configuration Handbook, Second Edition, is a quick and portable reference guide to the most commonly used features that can be configured on Cisco® Catalyst® switches. Written to be used across all Catalyst IOS platforms, the book covers general use of Cisco IOS®, followed by a series...
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Computing Networks: From Cluster to Cloud Computing (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	“Computing Networks” explores the core of the new distributed computing infrastructures we are using today:  the networking systems of clusters, grids and clouds. It helps network designers and distributed-application developers and users to better understand the technologies, specificities, constraints and benefits of these...
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Hacking Exposed WirelessMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Secure Your Wireless Networks the Hacking Exposed Way

Defend against the latest pervasive and devastating wireless attacks using the tactical security information contained in this comprehensive volume. Hacking Exposed Wireless reveals how hackers zero in on susceptible networks and peripherals, gain access, and execute...
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JUNOS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re in charge of a network, you’re probably aware that the only time anyone notices the network is when it goes down. With JUNOS software and JUNOS For Dummies, a friendly book to help you set it up and manage the software, you might be able to start convincing your clients to believe in magic. Here’s the help you...
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